Press release
Swiss21.org grows and expands your bank connections with an
interface to PostFinance
Appenzell, September 12, 2019 − For Swiss start-ups and small businesses, a free complete
solution for office administration has been available since November 2018. In April 2019, this
solution was expanded to support multiple languages and is now available as a nationwide
solution for Swiss SMEs. Growth in the second quarter of 2019 was also encouraging: Swiss21
grew again as accounts and users increased by approximately 20% (more than 15,000).

Expansion of bank connections
The bank connection to PostFinance, one of the largest financial institutions in Switzerland,
was the third connection after the ones to Raiffeisen and St. Galler Kantonalbank. Further
bank connections will follow in order to make data exchange between e-banking and
accounting as easy for as many Swiss21 customers as possible.

Sustainably free
This offer is free of charge for companies with up to 2,100 receipts/year, 2,100 articles in
the shop and 2,100 contacts. This ensures that no costs are incurred in a start-up phase or
for smaller organisations, even in the longer term. The Swiss IT companies involved have
committed themselves to maintaining free, long-term use. If a user exceeds these limits,
CHF 21 per month will be charged for up to 5,000 receipts per year, 5,000 articles or
5,000 contacts. A change to another system is possible at any time and the data can be
exported.

About Swiss21.org AG:
The organisation Swiss21.org, founded in 2017, strives to provide Swiss start-ups and small
businesses with a free complete solution for office administration. The aim is to promote
the digitisation of SMEs and thus of the Swiss economy. Swiss21 offers a completely
integrated software package for quotations and invoicing, automated bookkeeping, an
online shop, contact management, simple time recording and a POS/online cash register.
A CRM solution will be added in 2019, making the solution an even more powerful tool that
will also digitize and automate marketing and sales processes.
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